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M&A Trends and Outlook
Mergers and acquisitions (M&As) within the UK are becoming increasingly popular,
with the Office for National Statistics (ONS) reporting a significant rise in activity
towards the end of 2020 which is expected to continue. Ernst & Young report that 2020
ranks as 5th highest year for total transaction value since the global financial crisis,
and that this will continue into 2021. Most commentators report the next six to twelve
months could be one of the busiest yet. Pent up demand may arrive as the effect of the
vaccine role out drives consumer, business owner and investor confidence.
Traditionally, reasons for M&A activity have included:
•
•
•
•

Value creation through revenue or cost synergies
Diversification of products or services, taking businesses into new markets
Acquisition of assets or technology that would normally take a long time to build
Increase in financial capacity, tax purposes and incentives for managers

In financing M&As larger firms can access their own capital base, venture capital,
private equity providers, the debt market and even Initial Public Offerings (IPOs).
Whereas in the SME market, businesses rely instead on a mix of funding from loans,
sale and hire purchase back, invoice debt finance, property refinance and of course
the deferred consideration from the seller, sometimes referred to as vendor loan notes.

Access to finance for M&As is very attractive
with low interest rates and the ability of banks,
along with non-bank lenders, to provide
Recovery Loan Scheme Funding as well as other
favourable funding structures.
The Recovery Loan Scheme (RLS) allows businesses of any size to apply for up to
£10m in funding and a combined group limit of £30m, subject to qualifying criteria.
Qualification for RLS funding is not dependent on whether a business has previously
benefitted from BBLS, CBILS or CLBILS.
The Super Deduction, offers a further benefit, increasing tax relief on qualifying
investments of 130% of the purchase value, further supporting post-completion M&A
activity.
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3 Key Considerations
#1 Succession Planning

Many companies within the SME manufacturing sector are lifestyle businesses, whilst
this works well at the time, for the original shareholders, succession planning is, in
some cases overlooked. Owners may have spent decades developing their markets,
building their reputation, securing a strong supply chain and investing in the latest
technology but then realise that no-one within the business can present a credible
management buy-out (MBO). It’s a frustrating scenario for both owners who want
or need to sell their business and for the managers who, through no fault of their
own, may not have been prepared for the task of creating an MBO team or securing
funding. Whilst it may be true that businesses without a succession plan can wither,
it’s increasingly becoming an opportunity for external buyers to find these business
and rejuvenate them.

#2 Timing

It’s important to consider the timing of putting up the ‘for sale’ board; left too long the
attraction that would have once existed, no longer presents itself. Businesses can feel
a false sense of security especially if they’ve say paid off the factory mortgage and
most, if not all, of their loans and hire purchase agreements, simply enjoying good
cash headroom and profits. For a lifestyle business this is fine, although the sense
of security can lead to a lower appetite for investment in the business, including its
people, technology, marketing and infrastructure. Machinery can become obsolete,
and the business can quickly begin to decay, with profits turning to losses and the
chance of receiving a good purchase price starts disappearing. From a buyers’
perspective, the key is to identify these businesses and be in a position to discuss
with the owners an opportunity to realise value. From a sellers’ point of view, it’s about
making sure the moment in time is not lost.

#3 Consolidation & Value Creation

In industries where there are degrees of consolidation, achieving top line revenue
growth is difficult. Changes in supply and demand lead to prices being driven down
and products becoming commoditised. As a result, there is less cash to invest back
into the business and management time is dominated by the focus on survival. Working
to keep customers as they become exposed to cheaper competitors and managing
day to day cash flow can be a serious drain on business owners. M&As are often
a chance for consolidation to result in a single more efficient business by bringing
together one or more businesses into one group and typically for SMEs, under one
roof. There are significant opportunities in manufacturing for this, especially as a result
of the pandemic.
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COVID-19: Opportunity or Threat
The pandemic has had a significant impact on the UK economy, including a sharp
decline in GDP, however, the growth and recovery predicted for the year ahead brings
much needed hope to businesses affected by COVID as well as an upturn for those
who haven’t.

However, the growth
and recovery
predicted for the
year ahead brings
much needed hope to
businesses affected
by COVID.

In 2020, many businesses borrowed from
their banks and other non-bank lenders using
the Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan
Scheme (CBILS) utilising loans or hire purchase
agreements to access the cash they needed.
Under CBILS, the government owned British
Business Bank (BBB) supplies an 80% guarantee
to the lender and covers the cost of the first 12
months interest along with any associated lender
fees, providing more smaller businesses with
access to affordable funding.

Initially, the uptake of CBILS was predominantly to prevent business failure as many
businesses saw their revenues rapidly deplete. Then as the realisation dawned that
revenues would not return to previous levels for some time, and despite the furlough
scheme further CBILS loans were used to reduce headcounts, in some cases by 30%.
Others used the CBILS scheme to refinance their existing assets to either release
cash or decrease their monthly outgoings.
On a more positive note, many businesses made improvements, such as increased
efficiencies through investment in new technology to replace outdated or older
equipment in preparation for the pending economic recovery, which they’ve also
funded through the CBILS.
COVID has been a serious threat to many
businesses and for some their future is still in the
balance but equally the pandemic has, through
CBILS, enabled companies to restructure and
stay alive presenting a further opportunity for
likeminded business owners to talk about M&A
possibilities.
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Equally, the pandemic
has, through CBILS,
enabled companies to
restructure and stay
alive.

M&A Case Studies
The following examples provide an insight into how we’ve been working with businesses
on M&A activity, whilst also highlighting the types of opportunities available in the
market.

Acquisition of John Dollin Printing
Services by Venn Holdings
Late last year, Anthony Thirlby and Andy Rae approached us to share their aspirations
and remit for an acquisition, we were able to introduce them to another customer of
ours - John Dollin Printing Services Ltd - who seemed to be the perfect fit. Following
the initial introduction, we worked with both companies throughout the process, to
create a deal structure that complemented their strategy.
Andy Rae, Director and owner commented, “This investment by Venn Holdings is part
of a strategy to create a technology driven print group across commercial, label and
packaging sectors. It will allow us to build on the hard work of the outgoing shareholders
and take advantage of other M&A opportunities. The deal included a mixture of debt
instruments using the Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme.
“Compass Business Finance, worked within a compressed timeframe and delivered
on all aspects of our requirements, they even introduced us to the M&A lawyers we
chose. The lawyers were the right fit for our size deal, helping us immensely in the
drawing up of the SPA and completion documents. Negotiations within these deals
are always complex and we had to overcome many bumps in the road but with a great
team supporting us we were able to have the confidence to drive over the finishing
line”.
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Acquisition of Browns CTP
by Guest Investments
In 2018, Tim Guest, owner of Guest Investments Limited, sought to consolidate two
factories located on opposite sides of Manchester into one larger premises, bringing
together their print operations and creating space for their future growth. Tim had
previously purchased a number of businesses and also needed space for the new
technology he was investing in, to replace older equipment bought in those first M&A
deals.
Further to discussions about possible solutions, his main interest was to find a further
acquisition that would include a suitable factory. Having funded Browns CTP for
many years, we knew the owner was interested in finding a suitable buyer who would
continue to develop and grow the business. Browns CTP owned a 26,000ft2 state of
the art factory in Middleton, Manchester, so introducing Tim and Andrew was a great
solution.
Tim had a vision to understand what the combined businesses could provide the
changing market and so begun a strategy to bring the two businesses together under
one roof funding much of the transaction with his own capital. At the same time, we
supported Tim by arranging the funding of new press to replace an older machine. Our
understanding of the business enabled us to provide support through the pandemic
including the funding of a significant press and bindery department investment using
CBILS.
Tim Guest, owner and Chairman of Browns Print commented that, “M&A deals are
often challenging work; the buyer must pay attention to the key fundamentals to ensure
they create value. It’s important to have the right funding partner work with, not just
to help you acquire the target but also understand your vision and provide continued
support for your post completion strategy.”
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Being Proactive as a Buyer or Seller
We’re often approached by customers looking to sell or buyers hoping to find a
suitable target. Through our knowledge and experience in our markets, we’ve
introduced numerous like-minded businesses who have been seeking opportunities
for consolidation, growth or exit planning. In other cases, businesses have found each
other and come to us for funding.
The Recovery Loan Scheme can provide support to M&A deals through a range of
facilities. By utilising a combination of these facilities buyers have been able to better
meet the needs of the seller and ensure the business has the funding it needs postcompletion to facilitate its future growth strategy. Economies of scale are key to arriving
at the target value and this needs sympathetic lenders to support post-completion
investments.
We expect to see an increase in applications for M&A deals in the coming weeks as
businesses seek to take advantage of the economic recovery. Many entrepreneurs
are seeking opportunities to purchase ‘platforms for growth’ with a view to further
investments in cutting edge technology to transform the business, with the Super
Deduction tax relief further supporting these strategies.

And, finally...
If you’re considering any kind of M&A activity, talk to us, it may be that we
already know a business that would be the perfect fit, or you may already
know them, we can help provide you with your finance options as you bring
your strategy into play.
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About Us
Compass is an independent finance
company with an innovative and
relational approach to the market.
Established in 2005, we help
businesses navigate the financial
landscape, providing flexible and
competitive funding solutions to
enable their long-term success.
Find out more at
compassbusinessfinance.co.uk
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